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Item Text
Identify one of the founders of Birmingham Centre of
Cultural Studies from the given options
Who is the author of the book'The Clash of
Civillisations '?

Option Text 1
Antonio Gramsci

Michel Foucault

Stuart Hall

Herbert Marcuse

Raymond Williams

Stuart Hall

Samuel Huntington

Bill Ashcroft

Who developed the concept of 'hegemony'?

Karl Marx

Friedrich Engels

Antonio Gramsci

Althusser

Edmund Burke

William Wordsworth

S. T. Coleridge

Judith Butler

Arjun Appadurai

Benedict
Anderson

cultural hegemony

creative culture

creative industry

Identify the author of the book, Refelections on the
Bertrand Russel
Revolution in France.
The concept of nation as an 'imagined community' was
Susan Basnett
developed byThe term which emerged in the 70s with the English
regional councils and influenced the Australian cultural culture industry
policy is-

The concept of hybridity

Which of the following statements is correct?

“The category of 'woman' is not a natural or essential
one” is the position of:

Option Text 2

Option Text 3

Option Text 4

treats identity as a
views identity as unrelated
singular
does not conceive identity considers identity to be
to practices and
characteristic
as a fixed marker
based in tradition
performances of people
representing an
individual
Gender has always
Gender is now a core been a core
Gender is still not a core
Gender should never be a
category for social and category for social
category for social and
core category for social
cultural analysis in a
and cultural
cultural analysis and it
and cultural analysis as it
way it never was
analysis, now as
never was.
never was.
previously.
much as
previously.
Russian feminism

Indian feminism

Bengali feminism

French feminism

Popular music is crucial to cultural studies because
Read the following statements and chose the correct
answer
a) Raymond Williams offered the ‘social’ definition of
culture.
b) Social culture is a description of a particular way of
life.
c) Social culture studies evolution of human societies.
d) It is necessary to study social culture for all
anthropologists.
As per Social definition of culture,
a) Culture as a particular way of life
b) Culture as an expression of a particular way of life
c) Cultural analysis as a method of reconstituting a
particular way of life.
Stuart Hall refers that Homi Bhabha called ____as an
arbitrary closure

music fandom crosses the
border between academic
and nonacademic easily

it is the primary object of it is the most popular
study for cultural studies form of entertainment

Only a) Is correct

Both a) & b) are incorrect

Both a) & b) are
correct

Only d) is correct

Options a), b) & c) are
incorrect

Options a) & b) are
correct

Options b) & c) are
correct

Options a), b) &
c) are correct

economic stratification

political practices

social agency

institutional setup

globalization,
commoditization,
homogenization,
ethnoscapes and
technoscapes

finanscapes,
mediascapes,
technoscapes,
ethnoscapes and
ideoscapes
demystify scientists’
perception that their
research laboratories
and working
communities are valuefree zones

finanscapes,
mediascapes,
technoscapes,
Americanization
and indigenization
demystify
scientists’
perception that
their knowledge
and theories are
rarely valuable

globalization,
Which are the five dimensions of global cultural flow
commoditization,
that Appadurai suggests studying, as part of an
homogenization,
elementary framework to explore the disjunctures in the
Americanization and
global cultural economy?
indigenization
Scholars belonging to Sociology of Scientific
Knowledge engaged in a systematic description of
‘science in action’ to

demystify scientists’
perception that they are
very useful to society

demystify scientists’
perception that the
knowledge they produce
are always true

it is an art form
found everywhere

The academic stream forced onto the international
marketplace in the name of competitiveness in war and basic science
trade during the Reagan- Bush years wasAccording to Butler, the term ‘women’ is troublesome
because

Which of these statements are true and reiterated in
Butler’s essay?

The necessity of a fully developed language for the
adequate and full representation of women to enable
their political visibility is a concern for feminist theory
because

According to Simone de Beauvoir

engineering

pharmacy

humanities

It pre-exists
language and
culture.
In the Western
In the Western intellectual In the Western intellectual In the Western
intellectual
tradition, the mind is
tradition, the mind is
intellectual tradition,
tradition, both
associated with masculinity associated with femininity both mind and body are
mind and body are
and the body with
and the body with
associated with
associated with
femininity.
masculinity.
masculinity.
masculinity.
It fails to find recognition
before the law.

It pre-exists language
It has a pre-historic origin.
and culture.

the pervasive cultural
conditions led to an
overrepresentation of
women’s lives.

the pervasive cultural
conditions led to a
politically engineered
representation of
women’s lives.

the prevailing
the prevailing political
political conditions
conditions led to an
led to an
overrepresentation of
overrepresentation
women’s lives.
of women’s lives.

The immanent feminine
ought to be the situation
and instrumentality of
women’s freedom.

The abstract masculine
ought to enable the
situation and
instrumentality of
women’s freedom.

The female body ought to
be the situation and
instrumentality of women’s
freedom.

The abstract
masculine ought to
enable the
situation and
instrumentality of
women’s freedom.

